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Abstract. The Cluster STAFF Spectral Analyser measures
the magnetic and electric power spectral densities (PSD)δB2

andδE2 in the magnetosheath between 8 Hz and 4 kHz, i.e.
between about the lower hybrid frequency and 10 times the
proton plasma frequency. We study about 23 h of data on
four different days. We do not consider the whistler waves
and the electrostatic pulses (which are not always observed)
but the underlying permanent fluctuations. Paper 1 (Man-
geney et al., 2006) shows why the permanent PSD at a given
frequencyf depends strongly on the angle2BV between the
magnetic fieldB and the flow velocityV : this is observed for
the electromagnetic (e.m.) fluctuations,δB2 andδE2

em, be-
low the electron cyclotron frequencyfce, and for the electro-
static (e.s.) fluctuationsδE2

es at and abovefce. This depen-
dence is due to the Doppler shift of fluctuations which have
a highly anisotropic distribution of the intensity of the wave
vectork spectrum, and have a power law intensity∝k−ν with
ν≃3 to 4. In the present paper, we look for parameters, other
than2BV , which control the intensity of the fluctuations. At
f ≃10 Hz, δB2 andδE2

em increase when the solar wind dy-
namic pressureP SW

DYN increases. WhenP SW
DYN increases, the

magnetosheathP MS
DYN∝N V 2 also increases, so that the lo-

cal Doppler shift (k.V ) increases for a givenk. If V in-
creases, a given frequencyf will be reached by fluctuations
with a smallerk, which are more intense: the variations of
δB2(10 Hz) withP SW

DYN are only due to the Doppler shift in
the spacecraft frame. We show that the e.m. spectrum in the
plasma frame has an invariant shapeI1D∝Aem(kc/ωpe)

−ν

related to the electron inertial lengthc/ωpe: the intensity
Aem does not depend onPDYN , nor on the electron to pro-
ton temperature ratioTe/Tp, nor on the upstream bow shock
angleθBN . Then, we show results of 3-D MHD numerical
simulations of the magnetosheath plasma, which map the
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regions where the angle2BV is ≃90◦. The e.m. fluctua-
tions are more intense in these magnetosheath regions, in the
spacecraft frame where they are observed in the “whistler”
range; and the e.s. fluctuations are less intense in these same
regions, in the spacecraft frame where they are observed in
the “ion acoustic” range. We conclude that the intensity of
the permanent fluctuations in the e.m. range only depends on
the Doppler shift, so that from day to day and from place
to place in the magnetosheath, thek spectrum in the plasma
frame has an invariant shape and a constant intensity. This
is observed on scales ranging fromkc/ωpe≃0.3 (50 km) to
kc/ωpe≃30 (500 m), i.e. at electron scales smaller than the
Cluster separation.

Keywords. Magnetospheric physics (Magnetosheath;
Plasma waves and instabilities) – Space plasma physics
(Turbulence)

1 Introduction

The STAFF Spectral Analyser on Cluster operates between
8 Hz and 4 kHz, i.e. between about the lower hybrid fre-
quency and 10 times the proton plasma frequencyfpi in
the magnetosheath plasma. As discussed in the compan-
ion paper (Mangeney et al., 2006, Paper 1), two types of
waves have to be distinguished in this frequency range:
waves in the range 8 Hz≤f ≤300 Hz, the “whistler” range,
which are basically electromagnetic (e.m.), and waves in the
range 300 Hz≤f ≤4 kHz, the “ion acoustic” range, which
are basically electrostatic (e.s.). In Paper 1, we have shown
that, for both types of waves, most of the variations of
the power spectral density (PSD) observed at a given fre-
quencyf can be explained by the variations of the Doppler
shift (k.V ), wherek is the wave vector. In the “whistler”
range, we have neglected the coherent whistler waves (which
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have a right-handed magnetic polarisation and are not al-
ways observed) and we have only considered the underly-
ing permanent fluctuations. In this range, the magnetic and
electric PSD increase strongly when the angle2BV between
the local magnetic fieldB and the plasma flow velocityV
increases from 0◦ to 90◦. This can be modelled with statis-
tically permanent e.m. fluctuations which have a negligible
frequency in the plasma frame and are Doppler shifted up to
f ; the intensity of these fluctuations varies like a power law
of the wave numberI1D∝k−ν with ν≃3; the wave vectors
of the fluctuations are mostly perpendicular toB, i.e. with
an intensityI3D∝| sinθkB |µ k−ν−2 for µ≃100, in the wave
number range 0.3<kc/ωpe<30. θkB is the angle betweenk
andB. Meanwhile, in the “ion acoustic” range, the e.s. PSD
around 1 kHz decreases when the angle2BV increases up to
90◦: this can be modelled with statistically permanent e.s.
fluctuations which have wave vectors mainly parallel toB,
i.e. with a 3-D intensityI3D∝| cosθkB |µ k−ν−2, with µ≃100
andν≃4, in the wave number range 0.1<kλDe< 1. These
e.s. fluctuations may be ion acoustic modes Doppler shifted
up to about 1 kHz. In this e.s. range (see Paper 1) we have
not considered the electrostatic pulses: according to Pickett
et al. (2005) the time duration and the amplitude of these
pulses, observed in the time domain, do not depend on2BV .

Note that the above exponentν refers to the power law
index of the 1-D spectrumI1D(k) defined by

δB2 =

∫
dk I1D(k)

with

I1D(k) = 2πAk2
∫ π

0
sinθkBdθkBI3D(k, θkB) .

For an isotropic Kolmogorov spectrumI1D∝k−ν with ν=5/3,
the 3-D spectrum isI3D∝k−ν−2.

Are there solar wind or magnetosheath parameters, other
than2BV i.e. the Doppler shift, which contribute to the con-
trol of the intensity of the fluctuations in the STAFF-SA fre-
quency range? Indeed, at frequenciesf <10 Hz, below the
STAFF-SA range, several parameters have been found to
have an effect upon the e.m. PSD in the magnetosheath: the
solar wind Alfvén Mach number (Fairfield and Ness, 1970),
the connection to quasi-parallel bow shocks (Luhmann et al.,
1986; Czaykowska et al., 2001), and the magnetosheath pro-
tonβp (Anderson et al., 1994; Czaykowska et al., 2001). Ac-
cording to Rezeau et al. (1992) the level of the Alfvénic mag-
netic fluctuations close to the magnetopause is higher when
the magnetopause moves earthward (compression) and lower
when it moves outwards (expansion).

As for the e.m. waves above 10 Hz, Rodriguez (1985)
shows that their occurrence and their intensity mainly depend
on the position in the magnetosheath: while this “whistler”
turbulence is observed more frequently in the inner region of
the sunward magnetosheath (a region where compressional

MHD fluctuations have been shown to dominate), the inten-
sity of the 200 Hz whistler mode waves (broadband whistlers
and narrowband lion roars) peaks near the magnetopause.
For the e.s. waves around 1 kHz, Rodriguez (1979) finds that
the wave intensity tends to maximize at the bow shock and
to decrease towards the magnetopause and towards the dawn
and dusk regions. In the “ion acoustic” range (0.2 to 4 kHz),
the intensity of the waves observed in the dayside magne-
tosheath, just downstream of the bow shock ramp, does not
appear to be correlated to the shock Alfvén Mach number, to
the angleθBN between the upstreamB field and the bow
shock normal, or to the electron ratioβe (Onsager et al.,
1989). In the distant magnetosheath, on ISEE-3, Coroniti
et al. (1994) observed that the e.s. waves, between about
200 Hz and 3 kHz (“ion acoustic” range), are less intense
where the angle2BV between the local magnetic fieldB and
the plasma flow velocityV reaches 90◦. Between 8 Hz and
4 kHz, the wave intensity in the magnetosheath seems thus
to be only controlled by the position in the magnetosheath
and/or by the angle betweenB andV .

We have seen in Paper 1 that the permanent PSD above
10 Hz in the magnetosheath was mainly controlled by2BV ,
i.e. by the Doppler shift. In the present paper, we show that
the e.m. and the e.s. PSDs observed by STAFF-SA depend on
the solar wind dynamic pressureP SW

DYN , but only at a given
frequency in the spacecraft frame. At a given scalek−1, nor-
malised to the electron inertial lengthc/ωpe, the intensity of
the e.m.k spectra in the plasma frame does not depend on
P SW

DYN (nor onθBN or βp, see Sect. 3). As for the e.s. spec-
tra, their intensity does not depend onPDYN (nor onθBN ,
βp or Te/Tp, Sect. 4), if the frequencyf is normalised to
the plasma frequencyfpi . The e.m. and e.s. turbulence in-
tensities thus strongly depend on the Doppler shift through
the angle2BV . Numerical 3-D MHD simulations (Sect. 5)
allow us to map2BV in the magnetosheath, as a function
of the angle between the solar wind magnetic fieldBsw and
XGSEupstream of the bow shock. These maps of2BV in the
magnetosheath allow us to predict where the most intense
“whistler” waves and the least intense “ion acoustic” waves
will be found in the spacecraft frame.

2 Data

Every second, the STAFF-SA experiment (Cornilleau-
Wehrlin et al., 1997) measures the diagonal terms of the 5×5
spectral matrix, computed with the three components of the
magnetic fluctuationsδB, and two components of the elec-
tric fluctuationsδE (at 27 logarithmically spaced frequen-
cies, between 8 Hz and 4 kHz). The variance of the fluc-
tuations is nearly isotropic, so thatδB2

xx≃δB2
yy≃δB2

zz and

δE2
xx≃δE2

yy . We shall use 4-s averages of the total magnetic

PSDδB2=δB2
xx + δB2

yy+δB2
zz in nT2/Hz, and of the electric

PSDδE2=δE2
xx + δE2

yy in (mV/m)2/Hz.
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Figure 1: For the four onsidered time intervals, projetion of the Cluster orbit inthe ( ) and ( ) planes.

1

Fig. 1. For the four considered time intervals, projection of the
Cluster orbit in the (XGSE, YGSE) and (ZGSE, YGSE) planes.

The data of Cluster 1 (Rumba), in the magnetosheath, are
analysed during four intervals. Figure 1 displays the posi-
tion of Cluster in the GSE planes (X, Y) and (Y, Z) for each
interval. Also shown are a paraboloidal bow shock model
without aberration, X=14.6[1−(Y 2+Z2)/25.62] (Filbert
and Kellogg, 1979), and a magnetopause model (dashed line;
Sibeck et al., 1991),Y 2+Z2=139.2−0.18X2−14.2X. The
considered intervals are generally far from the bow shock,
except the longest interval, on 12 February 2001, which cor-
responds to a complete crossing of the magnetosheath. Clus-
ter is in the dawn side on 17 May 2002. The plasma prop-
erties, proton density, temperature and velocity (Rème et al.,
1997) and the electron temperature (Johnstone et al., 1997)
are sampled with a time resolution of 4 s. We use 4-s aver-
ages of the magnetic field (Balogh et al., 1997).

The date and the duration of the four intervals, lasting from
4 h to 7 h, are given in the caption of Fig. 2, which displays
relations between several plasma parameters. The different
colours correspond to the four different days. Figure 2a
shows the anticorrelations betweenβp‖=2µ0NpkBTp‖/B

2

andTp⊥/Tp‖−1, which are generally observed in the magne-
tosheath and which lead to the “bounded anisotropy model”
(Denton et al., 1994, and references therein).Tp‖ andTp⊥

are the proton temperatures, respectively, parallel and per-
pendicular to theB field. P MS

DYN=mpNpV 2 is the local dy-
namic pressure in the magnetosheath. Figure 2b shows that
it is correlated toβp‖ for a given day. Figure 2c shows
that when the angle2BV increases towards 90◦, P MS

DYN gen-
erally increases for a given day. We shall see in Sect. 5
that this occurs in the magnetosheath flow when the solar
wind (upstream) magnetic field and theXGSE axis are quasi-
perpendicular. Figure 2d displays an anticorrelation between
Te/Tp andP MS

DYN , in the magnetosheath, which will be dis-
cussed in Sect. 6.

Figure 2: On the days 12/02/2001 (00:15 to 07:30 UT, green points), 16/12/2001(03:15 to 09:00 UT, red points), 19/12/2001 (00:00 to 06:00 UT, blue points),17/05/2002 (08:00 to 12:15 UT, yellow points), some magnetosheath propertiesevery 4 s: a) the proton temperature anisotropy as a funtion of , b) as afuntion of , ) as a funtion of the angle betweenand , d) the eletron to proton temperature ratio as a funtion of .
2

Fig. 2. On 12 February 2001 (00:15 to 07:30 UT, green points),
16 December 2001 (03:15 to 09:00 UT, red points), 19 Decem-
ber 2001 (00:00 to 06:00 UT, blue points), 17 May 2002 (08:00
to 12:15 UT, yellow points), some magnetosheath properties every
4 s: (a) the proton temperature anisotropy as a function ofβp‖, (b)
βp‖ as a function ofPMS

DYN
=mpNpV 2, (c) PMS

DYN
as a function of

the angle2BV betweenB andV , (d) the electron to proton tem-
perature ratio as a function ofPMS

DYN
.

3 Intensity of the electromagnetic waves (10 to 100 Hz)

3.1 At a given frequency≃10 Hz

At the frequencyf =11 Hz (which is near the lower hybrid
frequency), we look for a dependence ofδB2 on two solar
wind parameters, the dynamic pressureP SW

DYN and the bow
shock angleθBN . The solar wind data are those of ACE, near
the Lagrange point L1. For each interval of magnetosheath
data, we calculate the average time delay between ACE and
Cluster which gives the best correlation between the mag-
netic field components on ACE and on Cluster. These delays
vary between 57 and 74 mn, i.e. about 1 h for the four consid-
ered days. We thus know what are the upstream solar windB

field andP SW
DYN at the time of the PSD measurements in the

magnetosheath. The shock angleθBN between the upstream
magnetic field and the shock normal is estimated with the
assumption that the bow shock has the quoted paraboloidal
shape and is located just upstream of the Cluster 1 position.
We see in Fig. 3a thatδB2 increases whenP SW

DYN increases
from day to day. There is no regular increase ofδB2 from
day to day when the solar wind Mach numberMA increases
(not shown): δB2 is related toP SW

DYN , not to MA which is

www.ann-geophys.net/24/3523/2006/ Ann. Geophys., 24, 3523–3531, 2006
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Figure 3: The power spetral density (PSD) of the magneti �utuations at 11 Hz,on the four onsidered days, as a funtion of: a) the solar wind observedevery 16 s on ACE, about 1 hour earlier, b) the upstream bow shok angleevery 16 s, ) the loal magnetosheath every 4 s, d) the loal anglebetween and , e) the loal , f) the loal ratio .3Fig. 3. The power spectral density (PSD) of the magnetic fluctu-
ations at 11 Hz, on the four considered days, as a function of:(a)
the solar windP SW

DYN
observed every 16 s on ACE, about 1 h ear-

lier, (b) the upstream bow shock angleθBN every 16 s,(c) the local
magnetosheathPMS

DYN
every 4 s,(d) the local angle2BV between

B andV , (e) the localβp‖, (f) the local ratioTe/Tp.

proportional to(P SW
DYN )1/2/B. Figure 3b shows that the four

intervals were mainly downstream of the quasi-perpendicular
shocks; it seems that the waves are more intense for a few
(red) points corresponding toθBN smaller than 45◦ (quasi-
parallel shocks), but this is not confirmed on 19 December
2001 (blue points). We note in Fig. 3c thatδB2(11 Hz) is as
well correlated toP MS

DYN in the magnetosheath as it is corre-
lated toP SW

DYN (Fig. 3a). Indeed, there is a strong correlation
betweenP SW

DYN andP MS
DYN . We recall that the strong varia-

tions ofδB2 on a given day are due to the variation of the an-
gle2BV in the magnetosheath (see Fig. 3d, and Paper 1). As
the intensity of the waves observed below 10 Hz in the mag-
netosheath is generally correlated to the localβp‖ (see the
Introduction), we look for this correlation at 11 Hz. We see
in Fig. 3e that there is a slight relation betweenδB2(11 Hz)
andβp‖ on a given day, mainly on 16 December 2001 (red
points). Finally, Fig. 3f shows howδB2(11 Hz) decreases
when the electron to proton temperature ratio,Te/Tp, in-
creases; this fact is related to the anticorrelation between
P MS

DYN andTe/Tp seen in Fig. 2d.

Figure 4: The PSD interpolated at the time varying frequeny on thefour onsidered days, as a funtion of: a) the solar wind , b) the upstreambow shok angle , ) the magnetosheath , d) the angle , e) themagnetosheath , f) the ratio . 4Fig. 4. The PSDδB2(f ) interpolated at the time varying frequency
fpeV/c on the four considered days, as a function of:(a) the solar
wind P SW

DYN
, (b) the upstream bow shock angleθBN , (c) the mag-

netosheathPMS
DYN

, (d) the angle2BV , (e) the magnetosheathβp‖,
(f) the ratioTe/Tp.

3.2 For a given scalekc/ωpe=1

We have shown in Paper 1 that the observed frequenciesf of
the e.m. waves only result from the Doppler shift of a spatial
turbulence frozen in the plasma rest frame, withk mainly
perpendicular toB in the rangekc/ωpe≃0.3 to 30. Let us
consider what happens to the scalek−1=c/ωpe if k is par-
allel to V : its Doppler shiftkV/2π will be fDop=fpeV/c.
As fpe andV vary on each day and from day to day, the
frequencyfDop at which the considered scale is observed

will vary like V N
1/2
p , which itself varies like the square root

of the localPDYN . In Fig. 4, we displayδB2(f ) interpo-
lated at the time dependent frequencyfpeV/c. Figures 4a,
4c and 4f show thatδB2(fpeV/c) does not depend anymore
on P SW

DYN , on P MS
DYN and onTe/Tp. There is strictly no de-

pendence of the PSD on the shock angleθBN (Fig. 4b) and
on βp‖ (Fig. 4e), even on 16 December 2001 (red points).
The only variation is with2BV (Fig. 4d). This regular vari-
ation, also observed at a given frequency (Fig. 3d), is due to
the fact that the intense fluctuations are those with a smallk

and withk mostly perpendicular toB (see Paper 1). Indeed,

Ann. Geophys., 24, 3523–3531, 2006 www.ann-geophys.net/24/3523/2006/
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a given Doppler shiftfDop=kV cosθkV /2π will be reached
by a smallk (with a large intensity), ifθkV =0◦: this happens
for 2BV =90◦; andfDop will be reached by a largek (small
intensity) for2BV =0◦.

Besidesc/ωpe, we consider another electron scale, the
electron gyroradiusrge: we then havefDop=fceV/vthe for
the scalek−1=rge, if k is parallel toV . The scatter plots
of δB2(fceV/vthe) as a function ofP MS

DYN or of 2BV (not
shown) are more dispersed than the scatter plots of Figs. 4c
and 4d. The scale of the turbulence in the e.m. range is thus
c/ωpe, notrge.

We conclude that the variations of the e.m. PSDδB2

at a given frequency are mainly due to the variations of
the local Doppler shift∝V N

1/2
p for wavelengths normalised

to the scalec/ωpe. This implies that the 3-D spectrum
δB2(k)∝Aem(kc/ωpe)

−ν−2| sinθkB |µ in the plasma frame is
broadly invariant on a given day, and from day to day, i.e.
with a value ofAem constant whenP SW

DYN andP MS
DYN varies.

4 Intensity of the electrostatic waves (≃1 kHz)

We have shown in Paper 1 that the magnetic fluctuationsδB2

for kc/ωpe≃0.3 to 30 have wave vectors mainly perpendic-
ular to B; the e.m. electric fluctuationsδE2

em, at the same
frequencies, have similar properties. For smaller scales,
kc/ωpe≃15 to 150 (kλDe≃0.1 to 1), the electrostatic fluc-
tuationsδE2

es havek mainly parallel toB. To account for
the variations ofδE2 with f and2BV , we have been led to
assume that, atkc/ωpe≃30,δE2

es≃300δE2
em (Paper 1).

We look for a dependence ofδE2
es on the magnetosheath

dynamic pressureP MS
DYN , itself correlated to the solar wind

P SW
DYN . We only consider the data when2BV is large (70◦ to

110◦), because the dispersion ofδE2
es at a givenf is weaker

when2BV is large (see Fig. 5e of Paper 1). Figures 5a and
5b displayδE2 at a given frequency 1414 Hz as a function
of P MS

DYN and ofTe/Tp. The broken black line gives the me-
dian values in bins ofTe/Tp with a width equal to 0.02.δE2

tends to increase whenP MS
DYN increases from day to day. As

P MS
DYN is anticorrelated withTe/Tp (Fig. 2d),δE2(1414 Hz)

decreases whenTe/Tp increases (Fig. 5b). There is no corre-
lation betweenδE2(1414 Hz) and the bow shock angleθBN

or the magnetosheathβp‖ (not shown).

Then, we interpolateδE2(f ) at a time-dependent fre-
quency, 1.5 times the proton plasma frequencyfpi . In
Figs. 5c and 5d we note thatδE2(1.5fpi) does not depend
anymore onP MS

DYN andTe/Tp. It does not depend onβp‖ nor
on the shock angleθBN (not shown). The spectrum of the e.s.
fluctuations is thus invariant with respect to an energy input
like P SW

DYN , if the frequency is normalised to the local plasma
frequencyfpi .

Figure 5: For the time intervals when in the magnetosheath is between 70and 110 , a) and b) the e.s. PSD at 1414 Hz as a funtion of and, ) and d) the e.s. PSD , interpolated at the time varying frequeny1.5 , as a funtion of and . The broken blak lines give the medianvalues in bins of with a width 0.02.
5

Fig. 5. For the time intervals when2BV in the magnetosheath is
between 70◦ and 110◦, (a) and(b) the e.s. PSDδE2 at 1414 Hz as
a function ofPMS

DYN
andTe/Tp, (c) and(d) the e.s. PSDδE2(f ),

interpolated at the time varying frequency 1.5fpi , as a function of

PMS
DYN

andTe/Tp. The broken black lines give the median values
in bins ofTe/Tp with a width 0.02.

5 Wave intensity and position in the magnetosheath

Paper 1, and the Sect. 3 of the present paper led us to con-
clude that the intensities of the e.m. and e.s. fluctuations at
a given frequency in the magnetosheath strongly depend on
the local Doppler shift. They will depend on the position in
the magnetosheath (as observed by Rodriguez, 1979, 1985),
if the Doppler shift itself, i.e. the flow speedV and the angle
2BV , depend on the position.

To map the regions of strong Doppler shift, 3-D MHD
simulations of the magnetosheath plasma have been per-
formed (see Samsonov and Hubert, 2004; Samsonov, 2006).
Figure 6 gives the flow and field parameters calculated in the
middle of the magnetosheath (i.e. on a surface at equal dis-
tance from the shock and the magnetopause) and projected
in the (YB , ZB ) plane, which is the (YGSE, ZGSE) plane ro-
tated around theXGSEaxis, so that the direction ofYB is par-
allel to the projection of the upstream solar wind magnetic
field Bsw in the (YGSE, ZGSE) plane. This projection is the
red arrow in Fig. 6c, withBXsw≤0, BYsw>0 andBZsw=0.
The mapped values, density, speed and magnetic field inten-
sity, are normalised to the solar wind values. Figures 6a–d
are drawn for a cone angle of the solar wind magnetic field
(Bsw, XGSE)=45◦. The density distribution in the mag-
netosheath is nearly axisymmetric (Fig. 6a). The velocity

www.ann-geophys.net/24/3523/2006/ Ann. Geophys., 24, 3523–3531, 2006
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Figure 6: Results of 3D MHD simulations. The �ow and �eld values alulated inthe middle of the magnetosheath are projeted in the ( ) plane. This plane isthe ( ) plane rotated around so that the diretion is parallelto the projetion of the solar wind magneti �eld in the ( ) plane.is about 11 . For a solar wind one angle ( ) = 45 : a) theplasma density normalised to the solar wind density, b) the veloity normalised to; the arrows give the diretion of , ) the magneti �eld normalised to ;the arrows give the diretion of , d) the angle , e) for the solar windone angle ( ) = 20 , f) for ( ) = 90 .6Fig. 6. Results of 3-D MHD simulations. The flow and field values calculated in the middle of the magnetosheath are projected in the
(YB , ZB ) plane. This plane is the (YGSE, ZGSE) plane rotated aroundXGSE, so that the directionYB is parallel to the projection of the solar
wind magnetic fieldBsw in the (YGSE, ZGSE) plane.Rmp is about 11RE . For a solar wind cone angle (Bsw, XGSE) =45◦: (a) the plasma
density normalised to the solar wind density,(b) the velocity normalised toVsw; the arrows give the direction ofV , (c) the magnetic field
normalised toBsw; the arrows give the direction ofB, (d) the angle2BV , (e) 2BV for the solar wind cone angle (Bsw, XGSE) =20◦, (f)
2BV for (Bsw, XGSE) =90◦.

directions projected in the (YB , ZB ) plane (black arrows in
Fig. 6b) are not exactly radial, and the largest values of the
modulus ofV are found at high latitudes in the (YB , ZB )
plane. The directions of the projectedB field (black arrows
in Fig. 6c) make small angles with theYB direction (i.e. with

the projection ofBsw): the clock angle of theB field remains
nearly constant through the bow shock. The angle2BV is
displayed in Fig. 6d: the red regions are the regions where
2BV is large, between 75◦ and 90◦. Except in the subso-
lar regions ((Y 2

B+Z2
B)1/2≤0.5Rmp, where Cluster does not
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cruise) the value of2BV mainly depends on the latitude in
the plane (YB , ZB ). Figure 6e gives the angle2BV when the
cone angle of the solar windB field is (Bsw, XGSE)=20◦: the
largest values2BV >75◦ are now at low latitudes, forYB<0,
downstream of a quasi-parallel bow shock, and the small-
est 2BV are also at low latitudes, downstream of a quasi-
perpendicular bow shock (YB>0). If the angle (Bsw, XGSE)
is 90◦ (Fig. 6f), 2BV is larger at high latitudes in the plane
(YB , ZB ). A comparison of Fig. 6b with Fig. 6f shows that
V tends to be larger when2BV is large. This is typical
of a magnetosheath observed when (Bsw, XGSE) is larger
than 45◦, and implies that the dynamic pressure will increase
when2BV increases (see Fig. 2c).

These simulations show that the angle2BV will be larger
for large|ZB | values if the cone angle of the solar wind mag-
netic field is between 45◦ and 90◦. On 17 May 2002, the
observed cone angle (Bsw, XGSE) remains between 45◦ and
90◦, while Cluster remains nearly in the same GSE position.
Yet, as the magnetic field rotates, the directionYB rotates,
and the position of Cluster follows large arcs of circle in
the (YB , ZB ) plane of Fig. 7. Figure 7a gives the position
of Cluster in the (YB , ZB ) frame when the e.m. PSDδB2 at
11 Hz is large, precisely for 10% of the most intense values of
δB2 over 4 h. Similarly, Fig. 7b gives the position of Cluster
when the e.s. PSDδE2 at 1414 Hz is large. We see that the
most intense e.m. fluctuations are found at largeZB , while
the most intense e.s. fluctuations are found at smallZB .

We conclude that the Doppler shift (the angle2BV and the
flow speed) depends on the position in the magnetosheath for
a given direction of the solar wind magnetic fieldBsw; and it
depends strongly on the direction ofBsw.

6 Discussion

We have shown in Sect. 3 that the correlation between the
magnetosheath dynamic pressure,P MS

DYN andδB2, at a given
frequency (11 Hz) is only due to the Doppler shift, itself pro-
portional toP MS

DYN . This correlation betweenδB2(11 Hz) and
P MS

DYN implies some correlations betweenδB2(11 Hz) and
βp‖, becauseβp‖ is correlated withP MS

DYN , at least for a given
day (Fig. 2c; see also Farrugia et al., 2000). Some observa-
tions display a correlation betweenδB2 below 10 Hz (ULF
waves) andβp‖. This correlation in the spacecraft frame is
questionable because it could be partly due to the Doppler
shift, not to a role played byβp‖.

We have seen in Sect. 3 that there is no significant relation
between the e.m. wave intensity and the bow shock angle
θBN , neither at a given frequency (Fig. 3b) nor for a given
scale (Fig. 4b). In fact, our magnetosheath intervals generally
correspond to quasi-perpendicular shocks, so that we cannot
check whether the fluctuations are more intense downstream
of quasi-parallel shocks. However, the numerical simulations
of Figs. 6d, 6e and 6f show that the value of the angle2BV at
a given place in the (YB , ZB ) plane depends strongly on the

Figure 7: The plane ( ) is the ( ) plane rotated around sothat the diretion is parallel to the projetion of the loal magnetosheath �eldin the ( ) plane. Wave data on the day 17/05/2002, 08:00 to 12:15 UT:a) the position of Cluster in the ( ) plane for the 10% most intense PSDat 11 Hz (eletromagneti �utuations), b) the position of Cluster in the ( )plane for the 10% most intense PSD at 1414 Hz (eletrostati �utuations).7Fig. 7. The plane (YB , ZB ) is the (YGSE, ZGSE) plane rotated
aroundXGSE, so that the directionYB is parallel to the projection of
the local magnetosheathB field in the (YGSE, ZGSE) plane. Wave
data on 17 May 2002, 08:00 to 12:15 UT:(a) the position of Clus-
ter in the (YB , ZB ) plane for 10% of the most intense PSDδB2

at 11 Hz (electromagnetic fluctuations),(b) the position of Clus-
ter in the (YB , ZB ) plane for 10% of the most intense PSDδE2 at
1414 Hz (electrostatic fluctuations).

cone angle (Bsw, XGSE), and thus on the bow shock angle
θBN . Thus, a possible dependence ofδB2 on θBN could be
due to the dependence on the angle2BV which is simply on
the Doppler shift for anisotropick spectra.

We mentioned in Sect. 2 that there is an anticorrela-
tion betweenTe/Tp andP MS

DYN in the magnetosheath for a
given day and from day to day (Fig. 2d): for the four days
(21 000 points) the correlation coefficient betweenP MS

DYN and
Te/Tp is – 0.82 (the correlation is 0.77 betweenP MS

DYN and
Tp, and – 0.66 betweenP MS

DYN andTe). In the solar wind, it is
well known thatTp is larger thanTe in the high-speed wind,
andTe larger thanTp in the low-speed wind. There is a global
anticorrelation betweenTe/Tp andVsw (see Mangeney et al.,
1999). This anticorrelation upstream of the bow shock will
probably also be observed downstream of the bow shock. In-
deed, a subcritical shock tends to heat the electrons, while a
supercritical shock, with a higher Mach number (i.e. a higher
flow speed), tends to heat the protons more than the electrons.
The shock will strengthen the anticorrelation betweenTe/Tp

andV , and strengthen the anticorrelation betweenTe/Tp and
P MS

DYN in the magnetosheath. We thus suggest that this latter
anticorrelation comes from a solar wind property amplified
by the shock heating.
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7 Conclusions

In this paper, we have not considered the fluctuations like the
e.m. whistler or the e.s. solitary waves which are intermit-
tently observed in the magnetosheath, but only the underly-
ing permanent fluctuations, between about the nominal lower
hybrid frequency and 10 times the nominal proton plasma
frequency.

In the magnetosheath, the permanent electromagnetic
power spectral density, observed at a given frequency in
the spacecraft frame, increases when the solar wind and the
magnetosheath dynamic pressureP SW

DYN andP MS
DYN increase.

This correlation is a consequence of the Doppler shift, and
disappears if we consider the fluctuations at a given scale
(∝ k−1) , not at a given frequency. Indeed, we find that the
scale of the electromagnetic fluctuations is related to the elec-
tron inertial lengthc/ωpe: the e.m. PSD has ak spectral in-
tensityI1D∝(kc/ωpe)

−ν with ν≃3 to 4, for scales ranging
from kc/ωpe≃0.3 to 30. The directions of the wave vectors
k are mostly perpendicular to theB field (see Paper 1), so
that the e.m. 3-Dk spectrum (assumed axisymmetric with
respect toB) varies likeAem(kc/ωpe)

−ν−2| sinθkB |µ with
µ≃100. We find thatAem is invariant, it does not depend on
P SW

DYN or P MS
DYN , nor on the magnetosheathβp‖. Aem does

not depend anymore on the upstream bow shock angleθBN

(but our observations correspond to a limited range ofθBN ,
downstream of oblique or quasi-perpendicular bow shocks).

The electrostatic permanent fluctuations are probably
Doppler shifted ion acoustic waves for scales ranging from
kλDe≃0.1 to 1. The directions ofk are mostly parallel to the
B field (see Paper 1).

A consequence of the strong anisotropies of the e.m. and
e.s.k spectra is that the e.m. fluctuations are more intense
and the e.s. fluctuations less intense, at a given frequency
in the spacecraft frame, when the local angle2BV between
the flow velocity and theB field is close to 90◦. 3-D MHD
simulations of the flow in the magnetosheath allowed us to
map the regions where2BV reaches 90◦. These maps de-
pend strongly on the cone angle(Bsw, XGSE) of the solar
wind magnetic field. For(Bsw, XGSE) larger than 45◦, the
angle2BV reaches 90◦ in regions with a high latitude with
respect to the (XGSE, B) plane;B is the direction of the mag-
netosheath magnetic field, which remains in a plane nearly
parallel to the solar wind (XGSE, Bsw) plane. Then, the e.m.
PSD will be more intense at high latitudes, and the e.s. PSD
more intense at low latitudes with respect to the (XGSE, B)
plane. For a cone angle of the solar wind magnetic field
smaller than 45◦, the angle2BV reaches 90◦ downstream
of the quasi-parallel bow shock, at low latitudes with respect
to the (XGSE, B) plane: the e.m. PSD will be more intense
there, and the e.s. PSD less intense.

We conclude that the intensity (in the spacecraft frame) of
the e.m. and e.s. fluctuations in the magnetosheath strongly
depend on the Doppler effect. This is observed on scales
ranging fromkc/ωpe≃0.3 (50 km) tokλDe≃1 (30 m), i.e.

at electron scales, smaller than the Cluster separation. The
Doppler shift is related to the dynamic pressurePDYN and to
the angle2BV ; the angle2BV is itself related to the shock
angleθBN and to the position in the magnetosheath. Thus, all
the parameters (PDYN , θBN , position in the magnetosheath)
which have been shown to influence the wave intensity, from
the ULF range to the “whistler” and “ion acoustic” ranges,
may partly be manifestations of the Doppler effect.
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